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ABSTRACT

Cloud computing is an IT outsourcing or another way to describe revolution in information technology. It is a
network based computing which provides storage, software, platform and infrastructure as a service. It provides
cloud user to centralize storage for data and information in large number of remote storage server which are connected
through network. It also provides internet access to computer services and resource. In cloud computing security,
authentication, privacy, and access control of sensitive data and personal information of cloud users are big challenging
issue when cloud provider’s servers are not trusted domain of data owner. Data sharing is an important functionality
in cloud storage. Sharing of data with large number of participants arise several issues, including privacy of data
owner, authentication, data integrity and efficiency. One of promising way to construct an anonymous and authentic
data sharing system is Ring signature. There is bottleneck for this solution to be scalable when the costly certificate
verification in the traditional Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). Instead we can use Identity based (ID based) ring
signature, which eliminates the process of certificate verification. In this paper “Key Summative Searchable
Encryption (KSSE) for faction information distribution via cloud storage” we are going to discuss how to resolve
above security issue in cloud data sharing.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a bunch of commodity computers networked together. These are operating together to
serve a number of cloud customers with different need in same or different geographical location. With the
help of virtualization cloud computing provides workload on demand basis. Cloud services are provided
services to the cloud users using pay-as-you-use (pay per use) business model. These services are generally
described as XaaS (X as a Service). Here X can be Software, Storage, Platform or Infrastructure etc. Cloud
computing service provider provides these services to cloud user to build their applications in the internet
in order to deliver them to end users. Because of this cloud users don’t have to worry about software
installing, maintaining hardware which is needed. These services are affordable as user pays for how much
they use. Hence instead of establishing IT infrastructure they can use cloud services to reduce expenditure
in IT. National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) defined five characteristics which are essential
for cloud computing these are on-demand self-service, broad network access, rapid elasticity, resource
polling, and measured service. There are mainly four types of cloud computing deploy model private cloud,
public cloud, community cloud, hybrid cloud. There are so many advantages of cloud computing, some
important advantages are cost efficient, almost unlimited storage, backup and recovery, easy access of
information, automatic software integration, quick deployment. Although there are so many advantages of
cloud computing, there are some disadvantages of cloud computing like technical issues, security in the
cloud, prone to attack, privacy of data owner, authentication, data integrity and efficiency. So we will
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discuss how to resolve the security issue in data sharing with in cloud by Key Summative Searchable
Encryption (KSSE) method which is proposed in this paper.

II. DESIGN OBJECTIVE OF SECURE DATA SHARING IN CLOUD

(A) Authentication

While accessing any information authentication is an important aspect to consider. The identity of the user
and his access rights can be proved with login id and password for authentication. But the authentication of
this type can be easily hacked. Some of the common existing authentication approaches like SMS based
authentication, Password and PIN based authentication, Symmetric-key authentication, Public-key
authentication, Biometric authentication.

(B) Integrity

It means only the authorized user can access and modify the information. In other words it is nothing but
protecting the data from the unauthorized user.

(C) Confidentiality

It means limiting the access or putting restrictions on certain type of information.

(D) Access control

It means if the control is given to any person from the authorized user, then that person can have access
over that information.

(E) Scalability

It means widespread of the information. Scalability is the capability of a system, network. The process of
handling a growing amount of work or we can say that potential for accommodate that enlarged growth.

(F) Storage Efficiency

The ability to manage and store large amount of data that consumes the least amount of space is called
storage efficiency when little or no impact on performance. Total operational cost is lower when storage is
efficient.

(G) High Reliability

It means succeeded in avoiding an environment where normal accident can be expected due to complexity
and risk factor. Data fault tolerant is used by the cloud user to ensure the high reliability of the service.

(H) Encryption decryption

In the cryptography encryption is the process of changing messages into unreadable form or encoding
messages in such a way that only authorized person can read it after decrypting the messages.

III. EXISTING SYSTEM

In existing system centralized approach describes the how to store and access the sensitive information in
cloud. For distribution of secret keys and attributes to all users the single key distribution center (KDC)
used. But unfortunately, a single key distribution center (KDC) is not only a one single point of failure but
also difficult to maintain because in a cloud environment large number of users that are supported. The
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scheme does not support authentication when uses a symmetric key approach. In Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-
Based Encryption (CP-ABE) contain the secret key that can decrypt the file. So when the user tries to
access a file, the system will match the user attributes that associated with user key. The system will decrypt
the file, if those attributes satisfies the access policy associated with the file, otherwise it will not be decrypted.

(A) Disadvantages of Existing System

• The centralized approach keywords are sent to the cloud encrypted, and without knowing the actual
keyword for the search the cloud returns the result. Data records should have keywords associated with
them to enable the search, is main problem here.

• In existing system distributed key only possible. Data will be encrypted but key not secure.

• It also addresses the concern of data leaks in the cloud storage.

• The key distribution center (KDC) is a single key management uses a symmetric key approach and does
not support authentication.

• The KDC is not only a single one point of failure but also difficult to maintain because in a cloud
environment large number of users that are supported.

• The user can create and store a file and other users can only read the file. Other than the creator write
access was not permitted to users.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this concept of Key-Summative Searchable Encryption (KSSE), all the data is encrypted before it is
uploaded in cloud storage so that later it can be retrieved by those who are having decryption keys. In the
Proposed system introduce a new decentralized access control scheme used for secure data storage. By
using this scheme, cloud server helps to identify the user as an authorized one, without knowing the user
identity before storing the data. In key aggregation or summative method single key will be using for
encryption and decryption. In which a data owner distribute a single key to another user for sharing a large
number of documents, and for querying the shared documents single trapdoor only needs to submit by user
to the cloud. In addition, the scheme has an added feature of access control which means authorized users
can access the data.

We can use Identity based (ID based) ring signature, which eliminates the process of traditional costly
certificate verification. In this KSSE there are three users: creator, reader & writer. Creator receives a token
from a trustee i.e. organization after giving ID to the trustee. There is multiple key distribution centers
(KDC) which can be scattered. A creator gives their token to one or more KDC’s then creator receives keys
for encryption & decryption and for signing from KDC’s. The message is encrypted under access policy
which means it decides who can access or which participant can access the data stored in the cloud. The
proposed system flexibly shares large number of data within cloud storage and appears securely, efficiently.

(A) Advantages of Proposed System

• The decentralized access control scheme used for secure data storage. Using this scheme an
authorized user is identified by the help of cloud server, without knowing the user identity before
storing the data.

• The multiple key distribution centers (KDC) used for distributing secret keys and attributes to users.

• It is provide the high security by using encryption and decryption keys for sensitive information.

• Based on the attributes the cipher text is sent to the cloud and then cloud verifies the attribute key
signature and stores the cipher text.
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• The cloud sends cipher text when user wants data. If the user has matching attributes key with access
policy, it can get back original message by decryption process.

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

(A) Block Diagram of KSSE System

Figure 1: Block Diagram of KSSE System

(B) Block Diagram Description

In this process (Fig. 1. Block Diagram of KSSE System) cloud user, register them by giving general
information like name, age, date of birth, gender, email id, phone number. After registration process admin
sends the login id and password to user via email. User can login by provided user id and password. After
that for authentication verification, otp (one time password) will be generated which user can receive via
email. Once the correct otp is generated, user can upload document file by two options that is public and
sharing (private). Files which are uploaded publicly are accessed by other users in group. If user wants to
upload data as sharing (private) for only number of another user then it requires a key which is used to
encrypt the data. After that user has to share the key with an authorized another user. Then after verified by
admin another user can access data and download data but is in encrypted format (.rar format). When data
is extracted by authorized user the cryptography key is received via email. By entering correct cryptography
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key decryption is done and the authorized user can access the original file. If any unauthorized user downloads
the shared file which is encrypted, they are not able to access the original file because user does not have
the cryptography key.

(C) Modules Description

Architecture design is divided into five modules. These modules will describe each individual phase in
more descriptive manner to understand the mechanism of proposed system.

1. Secure stroage: The user authentication process is done by the admin. Every user’s give their personal
details for registration process. For accessing the cloud space every user will get an ID after
registration process. The user can edit the information if they want then submit all the details to the
admin and later admin will edit and update the information. This process is controlled by the Admin.
Every user share their data and information in their own cloud space provided by the admin. Only
the registered user can store data in cloud for providing security because information may be sensitive
or important.

2. Key re-authentication: The information and data shared by the user in the cloud is encrypted by
using MD5 algorithm. All the information shared by every user is encrypted based on the data
sensitivity and stored in the cloud. Client side configuration performs two main actions. The two
actions are access control and permission control. Access control – this process is based on the
server control features by Admin. Permission control – this process is based on the client control
features.

3. Integrity checking: Integrity checking is the process of comparing the encrypted information with
altered cipher text. If there is any change in detection a message will send to the user that the
encryption process is not done properly. If there is no change in detection means then it will allow
doing the next process. Integrity checking is mainly used for anti-malware controls. The encrypted
data is decrypted only by the public key of data owner by another user. Converting cipher text into
plain text is called decryption. AES (Advance encryption standard) algorithm is used for encryption
and decryption the information. The user can see data and also can download data with high security.

4. Data sharing: By using that user’s public key the encrypted data or information forwarded to another
user account which is stored in the cloud. If any user wants to share their information with their
friends or someone they can directly forward the encrypted data to them. Without downloading the
data the user can forward the information to another user. Secure Data Forwarding is implemented
by detecting flag generation where for sharing flags will be 0-1 and where for forwarding flags 1-1
is detected. If flag 1-1 is detected then data are filtered out by applying Filtering technique.

5. Filtering security: In filtering security fine-tuning is done to match application’s distinct
characteristics to avoid advance attacks in web apps. Content filtering usually works by specifying
character strings, if matched, then screened out undesirable content that is to be indicated. Typically
screened content for pornographic and sometimes also for hate oriented or violence content.

VI. CONCLUSION

The proposed method mainly describes about the modules which are present in the Key Summative
Searchable Encryption (KSSE) for faction information distribution via cloud storage. In key aggregation or
summative method single key will be using for encryption and decryption. In which a data owner distribute
a single key to another user for sharing a large number of documents, and for querying the shared documents
single trapdoor only needs to submit by user to the cloud. In addition, the scheme has an added feature of
access control which means authorized users can access the data. Hence the efficiency improved in terms
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of security, authentication, access control, confidentiality, integrity and scalability. In the proposed system
only privilege is given read option for document to authorized user but for future work privilege can be
provided to the authorized user to write (edit) the data and secure sharing in cloud environment. In this
proposed scheme the security analysis and performance evaluation both confirm provably secure and
practically efficient for confidential data sharing in cloud.
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